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PREFACE
This Report summarizes the work of the People's Maps Commission of Wisconsin (“the
Commission”). It presents the three sets of legislative redistricting maps proposed by the
Commission. It also includes a description of the methodology used by the Commission to
prepare the maps and an analysis of the maps.*
The work process used by the Commission and its resulting work product – the proposed
legislative restricting maps in Section II of this report – reflect rigorous adherence to the
following five guidelines:
1. Follow the Law – The Commission adhered to all applicable state and federal legal
requirements for preparing redistricting maps.
2. Transparency – The Commission’s work has been open to repeated public review
and comment.
3. Robust Public Participation – The Commission promoted public hearings and input
across every legislative district in the State. Over the past 12 months, the
Commission heard from over 1,800 residents from 68 counties and 321
municipalities.
4. Utilization of Outstanding Nonpartisan Expertise – The Commission chose to work
with Associate Professor Moon Duchin, Ph.D., and the Metric Geometry and
Gerrymandering Group (MGGG ) Redistricting Lab from Tufts University because of
their nationally recognized expertise on legislative redistricting matters and their
insistence that the Lab’s work be performed under the Commission’s direction on
an independent, nonpartisan basis.
5. Nonpartisan Independence – From its formation by executive order in January 2020
to its final mapping work product, the Commission has adhered to an independent,
nonpartisan approach free of loyalty to any client or influence from any political
party or partisan perspective.
The Commission has been resolute in embodying its name: The PEOPLE’s Maps
Commission.
*This Report with the Commission’s proposed redistricting maps will be available publicly on the Commission’s
website, www.wisconsin.gov/peoplesmaps, as well as on the Wisconsin Department of Administration’s website
at www.doa.wi.gov/Pages/PMC-Report.aspx
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I.

REPORT

SECTION A - People’s Maps Commission
1. Background
The Wisconsin Constitution makes the Legislature responsible for passing new electoral
district maps (“redistricting maps”) for the state Assembly, state Senate, and Federal
Congressional Districts every 10 years to reflect the most recent census data. The
redistricting maps are then presented to the Governor for approval or veto. If the
Legislative and Executive branches are unable to agree on redistricting maps, historically
the state or federal courts have determined the outcome.
Preparation of the Commission’s redistricting maps for the current decennial cycle began
in 2021 using the results of the 2020 census data that were finally released in midAugust, 2021. This Report and the proposed redistricting maps (set forth below in
Section II) are the culmination of the Commission’s work.
Extensive information about the Commission, its public meetings and mapping work,
and the redistricting process generally, is publicly available on its website:
www.wisconsin.gov/peoplesmaps. The Commission has also administered an interactive
public web portal at https://portal.wisconsin-mapping.org.

2. Formation of the Independent Nonpartisan Commission
Following the 2011 redistricting process,
Wisconsin became well-known for its politically
gerrymandered maps that resulted from a
secretive process. In response, the People’s
Maps Commission was created by Executive
Order #66 on January 27, 2020, pursuant to
Wis. Stat. § 14.019. A copy of the Order is in
the Appendix to this Report as Ex. 1. By law,
the Commission is formally attached to the
Department of Administration. The

The core objective of the
Commission has been to
carry out the overwhelming
preference among
Wisconsin voters that the
redistricting maps be
prepared by a nonpartisan
committee or commission.

Commission was created for the reasons
succinctly summarized in the recitals to the Executive Order, which include the
prevention of voter disenfranchisement through equitable, accurate, legally correct
redistricting maps prepared without any partisan political bias.
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As stated in the Executive Order, the core objective of the Commission has been to carry
out the overwhelming preference among Wisconsin voters that the redistricting maps be
prepared by a nonpartisan committee or commission. A Marquette Law School Poll in
2019 reflected 72% statewide support for nonpartisan redistricting, including 63% of
Republicans, 76% of Independents, and 82% of Democrats 1.

When the Executive Order was
issued in early 2020, 50 of
Wisconsin’s 72 counties – containing
approximately 78% of the state’s
population – had passed
referendums or resolutions calling
for nonpartisan redistricting. (See
Appendix Ex. 1, Recital #8) Since
then, additional counties have
voted in favor of the nonpartisan
process, pushing the total to 56
out of the state’s 72 counties.
(See Appendix Ex. 2, from
https://www.wisdc.org/images/images/redistricting/FairMapsCounties_ResRefs56-32purple-muni-medium.jpg). No county has held a referendum that failed to pass by a
significant majority.

1

https://www.marquette.edu/news-center/2019/new-marquette-law-school-poll-finds-some-issues-less-

divisive-amid-continuing-partisan-divide.php
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To ensure the nonpartisan nature, quality, diversity and broad geographic
representation of the Committee, and to avoid contentions that any political party
selected the members of the Commission for partisan advantage, the selection of the
Commission was made independently by three prominent former Wisconsin appellate
jurists: Janine Geske (former justice of the Wisconsin Supreme Court, appointed by
Republican Governor Tommy Thompson); Joseph Troy (former Outagamie County Circuit
Court judge where he served as the chief judge for the state’s circuit court judges, and
later served on the Court of Appeals, including a term as the presiding judge of his
district), and Paul Higginbotham (former municipal judge, circuit court judge, Court of
Appeals judge, and adjunct professor at the UW Law School).
The panel of former appellate jurists selected the nine members of the Commission
from 270 eligible applicants consistent with the guidance in the Executive Order that:

Commission members may not be elected officials, public
officials, lobbyists, or political party officials [and] shall
include: members from each of Wisconsin’s eight
congressional districts. . . .
- Appendix Ex. 1, p. 2, para. 1
The profiles of the selected members and information about their public meetings and
other work on the Commission may be reviewed on the Commission website and is
discussed further below. (See Appendix Ex. 3) The commissioners have served as unpaid
volunteers.
The Commission worked hard for several months to lay the foundation to move forward
as quickly as possible with developing equitable and accurate redistricting maps once
the completed census was released. The Commission operated in a manner fully
transparent to the public.
The idea of relying upon a nonpartisan Commission to propose new redistricting maps
also finds support in the study conducted under the direction of the Wisconsin Supreme
Court following its decision about redistricting in Jensen v. Wisconsin Elections Board, 2002
WI 13, ¶ 24, 249 Wis. 2d 706, 639 N.W. 2d 537 (per curiam). There, the Court established a
process to study whether to amend Rule 809.70 of the Wisconsin Rules of Appellate
Procedure with respect to exercising its original jurisdiction authority as to redistricting
disputes and drawing redistricting maps when an impasse about maps is reached
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between the Legislature and Governor. Id. The redistricting committee established by
the Court consisted of five nonpartisan legal redistricting experts. That six-year process
involved public hearings and resulted in an in-depth report. (See Appendix Ex. 8). That
report stressed the importance of holding public hearings before a nonpartisan body
which would help develop new maps.
The map-development process recommended by the five experts was similar to the one
followed here by the Commission – grounded in public fact finding, transparency, and
map drawing by a nonpartisan body. The most significant difference being that the mapdrawing group recommended by the five redistricting experts consisted of court of
appeals judges drawn from across the state rather than the lay members of this
Commission drawn from across the state. The Court ultimately decided not to adopt the
committee’s recommendations about changing Appellate Rule 809.70 (See Court Order
No. 02-03 entered 1/30/2009) (See Appendix Ex. 9). It merits comment, however, that the
prior study found that a nonpartisan body would be better suited than our state
Supreme Court to engage in the time-consuming process of holding public hearings,
conducting fact-finding, working openly with mapping experts, etc., essential to
preparing quality nonpartisan legislative district maps after every 10-year census.

3. Commission Structure
From the pool of 270 eligible
applicants, one commissioner was
chosen by the three retired
Wisconsin jurists from each of the
eight Wisconsin congressional
districts, and two from
Congressional District 4. The
resulting nine commissioners
included representatives of African
American, Latinx, and Native
American populations and a mix of
backgrounds including members
drawn from education, business,
medicine, administration, and
community service.
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At the first organizational meeting, the Commission selected a chairperson – Christopher
Ford, M.D. – to promote efficiency. See Appendix Ex. 3 and the Commission’s public
website for more information about the members.
To further promote efficiency, the Commission has utilized the assistance of Howard
Bellman, a Wisconsin resident, as a “process consultant.” Mr. Bellman has a diverse
background ranging from being the past Secretary of the Wisconsin Department of
Industry, Labor, and Human Relations, to decades spent as a lawyer overseeing
mediation and arbitration of complex disputes. Like the Commissioners, he has served
without compensation.

4. Comment On the Term “Fair Maps”
Early in its work, it became clear to the Commission that the word “fair” in the term “fair
maps” frequently used at the public hearings held variable meanings to different people
and groups.
As used by the Commission, the term is not intended to suggest the elevation of partisan
fairness over other criteria. Rather, as used by the Commission, the term is consistent
with its overarching goal of preparing new legislative district maps using the five lodestar
guidelines detailed in the Preface to this report: (1) compliance with applicable legal
requirements; (2) adherence to a “transparent” process; (3) promotion of robust public
participation; (4) use of the best available expertise to assist with the technical task of
carrying out the map-drawing under the Commission’s directions; and (5) adherence to
an independent, nonpartisan process free of loyalty to a particular client, political party,
or partisan perspective. In using these guidelines, coupled with the principles outlined in
Executive Order #66, the Commission’s process was fair.
Respectfully, the Commission’s mapping process and work product are different than
those of the various other groups advocating to have their proposed maps considered
by the Legislature, Governor, or courts because only the Commission adhered to all five
of the above guidelines in preparing its maps. No other group obtained public input for
over a year from across the state, nor is so firmly rooted in nonpartisanship. The
Commission and its mapping work product are unique in those regards for the
Wisconsin redistricting task.
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5. Public Hearings and Expert Presentations
The Commission held public hearings in each congressional district, and public meetings
before and after each hearing for the purpose of discussing the results of each hearing.
Because of the COVID pandemic, all of the Commission’s hearings and meetings were
virtual.

Schedule of Congressional District Hearings
10/01/2020

CD 8

Redistricting 101 (who, what, when, why, how)

10/29/2020

CD 5

2011 Wisconsin Redistricting

11/19/2020

CD 3

Methods of map drawing, software, and math of redistricting

01/14/2021

CD 4

Voting Rights Act and impact on minority groups

01/28/2021

CD 1

Other states and national perspective

02/11/2021

CD 7

Wisconsin Government perspective

02/25/2021

CD 6

Government staff and advocate perspective

03/11/2021

CD 2

Legal perspective

General agenda for each Congressional District Public Hearing
•

Introduction of Commission members and background about the host district

•

Expert presentations (See Appendix Ex. 4)

•

Questions from the Commissioners to the experts

•

Statements and suggestions from the public regarding redistricting

6. Commission Goals
The Commission’s goals included producing nonpartisan maps and documenting the
process to achieve legally accurate maps for the people of Wisconsin. Achieving these
goals required transparency, conversation, nonpartisanship, and consensus.

Objectives:
1. Listen to the people of Wisconsin to understand what the voters of this state want
when it comes to drawing new electoral maps and the redistricting process.
2. Learn from experts to better understand the options for Wisconsin.
3. Educate the public on the process of redistricting and why it matters.
4. Formulate a process that would best lead to the preparation of redistricting maps
that most accurately represent the state.
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Deliverables:
1. Decide how the Commission would draw the maps.
a. Enumerate and prioritize the principles of map-drawing that would guide
the Commission’s work.
b. Determine the method or process of map-drawing the Commission would
use to produce its maps.
c. Determine which experts the Commission would enlist to help draw fair
maps.
2. Draw a set of electoral maps for Wisconsin, using the selected methods and
experts. Draft maps would be published for public comment.
3. Produce a report summarizing the Commission’s work.
The Commission has fulfilled each of its goals. In doing so, it has been mindful to
proceed in accordance with the guidance established in Executive Order #66, that:
The proposed maps shall, whenever possible:
a) Be free from partisan bias and partisan advantage;
b) Avoid diluting or diminishing minority votes, including through the practices of
“packing” or “cracking”;
c) Be compact and contiguous;
d) Avoid splitting wards and municipalities;
e) Retain the core population in each district;
f) Maintain traditional communities of interest; and
g) Prevent voter disenfranchisement.
(See Appendix Ex. 1)

7. Decision Making
The Commission agreed to operate by consensus, meaning that there would be no
dissent by any member in order for the Committee to be considered to have achieved
consensus. Thus, no member could be outvoted. The Commission members agreed to
refrain from blocking or withholding consensus unless they had serious reservations
about the approach or solution. All preliminary agreements informally reached during
negotiations and discussions were assumed to be tentative agreements until the
Commission agreed to make them final agreements.
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8. Expertise and MGGG Redistricting Lab Assistance
The expert presentations listed in the Appendix Ex. 4, were arranged to better educate
the commissioners and the public about redistricting. Presentations were provided by
redistricting experts during the hearings conducted in each congressional district and
those experts were also available to assist the Commission at meetings between the
hearings and upon request.
In December 2020, after the first three public hearings, the Commission interviewed
multiple academic teams for consultative assistance in the development of appropriate
criteria for drawing non-partisan redistricting maps and for assistance in applying those
criteria to the creation of preliminary maps using 2019 population-block data. The
Commission ultimately chose the MGGG Redistricting Lab (MGGG.org) at Tufts
University, led by Assistant Professor Moon Duchin. The MGGG Lab brought valuable
expertise to the mapping task, while emphasizing and demanding a nonpartisan
approach to its mapping engagement. The expertise of the MGGG Lab is reflected in its
nonpartisan Advisory Board comprised of a mix of professionals with relevant expertise
ranging from academics like UW-Madison distinguished Professor David Canon to state
election officials and federal officials like John Abowd, chief scientist for the U.S. Census
Bureau.
The MGGG Redistricting Lab is an interdisciplinary research group at the Jonathan M.
Tisch College of Civic Life at Tufts University under the direction of Moon Duchin, a
Professor of Mathematics at Tufts. The team's expertise spans math, algorithms,
software development, geography, and policy, with focus areas in redistricting, electoral
reform, and differential privacy.
Since the Lab's founding in 2018, the team has engaged in cutting-edge research in the
basic science and practically relevant applications of geometry, topology, and computing
for redistricting. MGGG builds open-source tools and resources that create public access
and analytical power for better understanding districts and their consequences. Flagship
software projects include the free public mapping tool Districtr and the Markov chain
package called GerryChain.
In the 2021 redistricting cycle, the Lab is supporting nonpartisan redistricting work in
many states. Public mapping partners include the Michigan Independent Citizens
Redistricting Commission, the Alaska Redistricting Board, and the New Mexico Citizens
Redistricting Committee. The Lab is also involved in plan evaluation or other data-
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intensive work to support the Utah Independent Redistricting Commission and the
Maryland Citizens Redistricting Commission.
The MGGG Lab’s free internet software tool “Districtr” was used by the public to submit
Communities of Interest and suggested district maps to the Commission. The Districtr
software tool was also used by the Commission in developing sample and preliminary
district maps with 2019 block census data.
When the delayed 2020 census data became available in mid-August 2021, the
Commission worked with the MGGG Lab in developing computer-generated sample
maps (based on Commission criteria), which were then edited by the Commission with
the assistance of Wyatt Pajtash, a UW System graduate in Geographical Information
Systems (“GIS”). The work involved with preparing the final set of proposed redistricting
maps submitted with this Report (See Section II) is discussed more below.

9. Subcommittees and Full Commission Public Meetings
Subcommittees were established to investigate best practices and make
recommendations to the Commission. The subcommittees and their members are
shown in Appendix Ex. 5 along with the dates the Commission met for open discussion
and review of recommendations. The subcommittees met regularly and were limited to
four or fewer Commission members in order to comply with Wisconsin’s open meeting
requirements.

10. Soliciting Public Input
Public input was solicited at each of the hearings
held in the eight congressional districts. A portal
was created for people to sign up to give up to
three minutes of oral comments during the
hearings. The portal also accepted written
testimony. Over 1,800 residents provided written
or oral comments. Communities of Interest (COI)
maps with comments were also submitted to the
Commission using the People’s Maps Commission
(PMC) portal (https://portal.wisconsinmapping.org). Over 1,100 COI maps and
comments were submitted and considered by the Commission from June 8 to July 31,
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2021. These were then used to define the initial MGGG-generated COI heat map. This
map was updated using submissions received through the previously announced cutoff
date of September 3, 2021.

11. Summary of Public Hearings
The public hearing dates are listed in Appendix Ex. 4. Information about the public
submissions may be reviewed on the Commission’s above-referenced webpage and
portal.

SECTION B - Redistricting Plan
1. Standards Prescribed by Law
Like all states, Wisconsin’s redistricting maps must comply with two central federal
requirements: equal population and minority protection (the Voting Rights Act and
Constitutional equal rights requirements). Congressional districts must be as
quantitatively equal as possible. State legislative districts are subject to less stringent
population balancing requirements, typically a maximum population deviation between
the smallest and largest district of 10%. 2
Wisconsin has eight congressional districts, 33 state Senate districts, and 99 State
Assembly districts. Three Assembly districts are located within each state Senate district.

2

Evenwel v Abbott, 136 S. Ct. 1120, 1124 (2016).
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2. Population of Each New District
The 2020 census data used for redistricting was released by the U.S. Census Bureau in
mid-August 2021. According to the 2020 census, the total reported population of
Wisconsin is 5,893,718, suggesting the ideal state legislative and congressional district
populations below.
District Level
Assembly
Senate
Congressional

Ideal Population
59,533
178,598
736,715

3. Criteria Recommendations
At the outset of the mapping process, the Commission developed map-drawing criteria
to assess the 2020 U.S. Census data. The process analyzed the census data in light of the
four criteria groupings explained below. These criteria were developed by the
Commission after hearing from over 1,800 residents, representing 68 counties and 321
municipalities, as well as considering the recommendations of redistricting experts. (See
Appendix Ex. 4)
On April 15, 2021, the Commission unanimously approved the criteria. The criteria are
summarized in the diagram on the following page.
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Prioritization of Mapping Criteria

Group 1 –
Contiguity- Contiguity is a traditional redistricting principle whereby every part of a
district is connected to every other part, and all parts can be reached without
crossing district lines. Contiguity across water is allowed when there are community
ties between the land areas. Discontinuity is allowed when wards themselves are not
contiguous.
Compactness- Compactness is another traditional redistricting principle, requiring
districts to be as compact as possible. Districts should look reasonable to the eye.
Compactness was scored mathematically by the Commission and its experts using
multiple scoring systems.
Preserve Political Boundaries- Counties and municipalities should remain intact
whenever possible. When comparing potential redistricting options, the Commission
endeavored to favor those that split municipalities and counties into as few pieces as
possible.
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Group 2 –
Communities of Interest (COIs) - Communities of Interest are geographic areas or
neighborhoods contained within a contiguous area on a map where residents share
common interests and bonds that deserve consideration by elected representatives.
A Community of Interest may include people with common economic, ethnic, cultural,
or other bonds such as unique environmental, transportation, or educational
concerns. While COIs represent common interests that are often linked to public
policy issues, COI considerations should not promote a particular political party,
candidate, or jurisdiction. Mapping plans that keep appropriately sized COIs intact
were preferred. COI regions were the subject of extensive comments by the general
public and were studied by the Commission to help make decisions about higher
priorities (for example, which counties or municipalities to split).
The Commission encouraged the public to provide COI maps and comments using
the Districtr.org program and submitting them through the Commission’s portal.
The public’s keen interest in having COIs considered by the Commission was
demonstrated by the high level of comments about COIs the Commission received at
the public hearings and by the large number of COI map submissions and comments
the public provided through the PMC portal. The Commission acted on that interest
and invested significant time and resources to considering COIs in its mapping work.
Further information is set forth below at Section I.B.5. about the COI criteria in light of
that high level of public interest and effort by the Commission.

Group 3 –
Population Balance (Population Tuning) - This criterion relates to the one person,
one vote requirement that each representative at the same legislative level should
have approximately the same number of constituents. The Commission has
attempted to have closely equal numbers of people in each congressional district. For
the state Assembly and Senate districts, the Commission aimed for an approximate
one-percent balance between the largest and smallest district of each type and
settled on a two-percent balance during the mapping process. Because the
Commission prioritized Group 1 and 2 criteria over perfect population balance, there
are some state districts in the Commission’s selected maps with variances between
one and two percent.
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Group 4 –
Partisan Fairness - Among the mapping plans that satisfy all above-mentioned
priorities, a preference was given for plans that tend to lead to proportional
outcomes, defined as the share of representation for each political party roughly
equal to parties’ statewide share of support. Responsiveness is a component of the
proportionality criterion and considers the changing sentiments and circumstances
felt by the electorate. If a map and subsequent election are more responsive, it is
more sensitive to changes in the preferences of voters. Results from prior years of
statewide elections were considered in assessment of this criterion.

Competitiveness of elections as an additional consideration
The Commission frequently heard from the public that non-competitive districts result in
elected officials who are less responsive to their constituents, so the Commission felt
that it would be preferable for its new maps to result in more competitive districts,
whenever doing so would not require disregarding traditional map drawing criteria and
applicable lawFortunately, the input from prior redistricting cycles in Wisconsin and from
present-day map drawing experts is that competitiveness will increase as a consequence
of the way the Commission has applied the above criteria. The preference for
proportionality in the partisan fairness criterion further enhances competitiveness. The
Commission believes that an increase in competitiveness is an important outcome and
benefit of its map-drawing process.

4. Datasets and Mapping Software
By May 2021, the Commission had completed public hearings in each of the eight
congressional districts, had accumulated over 1,000 oral or written public comments for
the redistricting maps and had finalized its map-drawing criteria. The Commission then
began an iterative process with the MGGG Lab, applying the Commission criteria to
sample computer-generated maps utilizing the then available 2010 census data. The
Commission analyzed the sample maps and then made suggestions to the MGGG Lab to
more effectively comply with the Commission’s layered criteria, leading to several
iterations of sample maps and discussion over several months. The resulting sample
maps and analysis can be found at districtr.org/tag/pmc-districts. The analysis showed
that the preliminary maps offered compactness, contiguity, compliance with the Voting
Rights Act, preservation of county and municipal lines, population deviation,
proportionality, and responsiveness.
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Following the census data release in August 2021, the Commission began the process of
drawing final maps with the current data. Sample computer-generated maps were
prepared using the MGGG Lab’s Districtr software. The Commission used the new
census data in a manner that most effectively complied with the Commission’s criteria.
Mr. Pajtash, utilizing Districtr software, assisted the Commission in manually adapting
the draft maps into the creation of the final maps, with editing based upon:
1. The over 1,000 public and written comments- The comments were summarized by
congressional district with the commissioners of each congressional district
ensuring consideration of the public input.
2. Communities of Interest (COI) dataApproximately 1,100 COI maps and
associated comments were submitted
and can be reviewed at
https://portal.wisconsin-mapping.org.
A heat map of COI submissions,
meaning a Wisconsin map showing
the locations and concentrations of
COI submissions, along with an
analysis of the submitted COI maps,
was provided by the MGGG Lab. (See
App. at Ex. 6). The final Commission
maps reflect the use of the COI data to
influence decisions on higherpriorities
(such as county and municipal splits). The Commission preserved communities of
interest in districts wherever possible.
3. Comment periods on the Commission’s preliminary maps provided to the public
in September and October 2021.
a) The Commission’s manual editing process of MGGG-generated sample
maps and public submitted maps, focused on compliance with the basic
Commission criteria and use of the COI submissions, began on September
9, 2021 and was completed by October 27, 2021. The process began with
several full day Zoom mapping meetings between Wyatt Pajtash and not
more than four commissioners at a time and continued with multiple other
Zoom mapping meetings between individual or small groups of
commissioners and Mr. Pajtash- the latter logged over 100 hours of Districtr
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time in this work. These meetings produced drafts for consideration by the
full Commission in public meetings.
b) Three Assembly maps were drawn initially (two of which were edited from
MGGG drafts and one edited from a public submission) with subsequent
nesting and editing for the state Senate maps. Three congressional district
maps were also chosen for editing from among public submissions. After
data analysis by MGGG, these maps were reviewed and adjusted by the
Commission and released for public comment on September 30, 2021.
c) Another round of editing then occurred based on public feedback and
further expert evaluation from the MGGG lab. A fourth Congressional
district map, edited from a MGGG sample was included for consideration.
d) The Commission next agreed upon two each of the edited Assembly and
state Senate maps and three of the congressional district maps for further
MGGG analysis. This analysis was reviewed at the Commission meeting of
October 18, 2021, at which time drafts were approved by consensus for
release to the public for further comment, taken until October 27, 2021.
e) Editing to respect new public comments and attempts to preserve COIs and
municipalities continued even into the night of October 27, 2021. The
resulting maps were sent again to MGGG for further analysis and review at
the working Commission meeting of October 29, 2021, at which time one
map for each of the Assembly, state Senate and Congressional districts,
along with this Report, were adopted as final.
4. The Commission’s final maps are submitted in Section II of this report. The maps
and data analysis are summarized below and are posted on the Commission’s
website: www.wisconsin.gov/peoplesmaps.

5. Communities of Interest
As previously mentioned, Communities of Interest (COI) are geographic areas or
neighborhoods contained within a contiguous area on a map where residents share
common interests and bonds that deserve consideration by elected representatives. A
COI is an organic community not predetermined by existing geographic or political
boundaries or districts, despite some overlap with such existing boundaries. COIs may
include people with common economic, ethnic, cultural, or other bonds such as unique
environmental, transportation, or educational concerns. Based on the preponderance of
public input referencing COI, the Commission has weighted COI as second in the order
of criteria worthy of special consideration. In particular, COI regions were studied by the
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Commission to help make decisions about application of higher priorities (i.e., which
counties to split).
The Commission encouraged people to provide COI regions using the Districtr.org
program and upload them on the Commission’s website. The MGGG Lab provided
regular summaries of COI clusters assembled from public commentary submitted to the
Commission from the launch of public input on February 11, 2021, through the end of
August 2021.
The MGGG Lab provided summary
descriptions of each COI cluster, accompanied
by heatmaps showing where the
corresponding areas of interest were located.
The raw testimony that supports each cluster
was also presented in reports to the
Commission, and includes links from
summary to tables, tables back to summary,
and from individual table entries to the detail
pages in the public portal. Approximately
1,100 COI maps and associated comments
were submitted. A report summarizing these
comments and the associated COI maps can
be reviewed at the Commission website: www.wisconsin.gov/peoplesmaps.
The final Commission maps reflect its use of the COI data to influence decisions on
higherpriorities (Contiguity, Compactness, and Preservation of Political Boundaries). The
Commission preserved communities of interest in districts where possible.

6. Methods of Statistical Analysis of the Maps
The Commission used several methods to analyze compliance with stated criteria and to
evaluate the effects on proportionality and responsiveness of completed mapsa) Voting Rights Act (VRA)- The Commission, with expert consultation and data
evaluation, ensured compliance of its maps with VRA requirements. After drawing
districts with submitted Communities of Interest in mind, the Commission used
past elections to ensure that minority candidates of choice were electable in
certain districts.
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b) The Districtr map drawing software includes measures of population balance and
contiguity built into the main application. Therefore, these metrics were visible to
the Commission as maps were drawn. Additional features for directly obtaining
measures of county splits, compactness, and for the examination of effects on
proportionality were available for real time assessment of potential maps using
the Districtr evaluation function.
c) The URL links (web addresses) of completed maps were emailed to the MGGG Lab
for more comprehensive analysis. The Lab team provided prompt feedback to the
Commission about measures of compactness, the effects of municipal splits
added to county splits and a more in-depth description of the effects on
proportionality and responsiveness. The feedback was quantified in tables
comparing the metrics of the various maps drawn by the Commission to the
currently enacted maps in use since the redistricting cycle following the 2010
census.
The quantification of most traditional redistricting criteria such as municipal and county
splits is obvious and requires little explanation; the smaller the number, the better.
Limiting the splitting of municipalities and counties was by far the most frequent request
from the public at the hearings and in the website comments and COI maps and
submissions.
Maximum population deviation was determined as the largest deviation from the ideal,
expressed as a percentage of the ideal district population.
Contiguity and compactness are defined in the criteria section of this report. The
Commission was alerted to areas of discontinuity, disconnected areas of a district, by the
mapping software in real time, therefore minimizing this as an issue. Compactness can
be defined as districts that look reasonable – are they relatively square or do they seem
to ramble in multiple directions around the state? There are several ways to quantify and
therefore compare compactness of plans. The MGGG Lab has researched and used for
Commission maps the method of “cut edges,” which correlates well with the “eyeball”
test. The cut edges measurement considers the plan as a whole and not as one
particular district by counting the number of adjacent pairs of smaller population units
that are separated into different districts in a plan. This can also be described as the
"scissors complexity" of the district boundaries, or how much work one would need to
do to cut the plan along the boundaries of the districts. A larger number of cut edges
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suggests longer boundaries or more irregularly shaped districts. A lower number of cut
edges is considered more compact.
Communities of interest data was provided by the public and compiled by the MGGG
Lab into heat maps using clustering algorithms. This information was considered during
the line-drawing process after maps were screened for good scores for compactness and
contiguity and for minimal municipality/county splits and population deviation.
Population deviation was again reviewed as lines were adjusted to maintain
communities of interest.
The Commission was aware that the application of traditional and non-partisan
redistricting criteria was likely to have positive effects on proportionality and
competitiveness in comparison with partisan maps. The MGGG Lab provided a scientific
and unbiased look at proportionality using ward-level election results of 14 historical
elections and applied those ward-level results to the newly drawn and submitted
Commission district maps. The newly drawn maps, using nonpartisan criteria, depict
how prior election results would have shifted had the newly drawn district boundaries
been in use. The number of winning districts of each political party can be quantified for
each election. The outcome is considered to be more proportional as the percent of
party winners across the whole state becomes more equal to the percent of total party
vote across the whole state.
Responsiveness of Commission-submitted districts and maps were designated by the
MGGG Lab as stable, moderately responsive, or highly responsive. One metric measured
by MGGG was the number of districts won by each party at least once in the dataset of
14 elections, known as swing districts. The responsiveness of the map is more as the
number of swing districts increases. Also, MGGG measured competitive districts as those
where the parties each averaged between 47-53% of the total vote in the dataset. The
degree of responsiveness of the map would also correlate with the number of
competitive districts under this definition in the map.
The 14 past Wisconsin elections used for evaluation of proportionality and
responsiveness were: Governor 2012, Senator 2012, Presidential 2012, Treasurer 2014,
Secretary of State 2014, Attorney General 2014, Governor 2014, Senator 2016,
Presidential 2016, Treasurer 2018, Secretary of State 2018, Attorney General 2018,
Senator 2018, and Governor 2018.
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II.

PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE MAPS

In its efforts to draw districts free of partisanship, the Commission developed a process
to draw district lines in accordance with applicable laws, pre-defined criteria, and, to the
extent practicable, with the values expressed by citizens in their comments to the
Commission. This is a complex problem to solve, and no map could address every value
with total satisfaction.
The Commission created three maps for each of the Wisconsin Assembly, Senate and
congressional districts. The Commission published these maps for public comment
noting that the maps would be further edited to ensure compliance with the VRA. The
three sets of legislative maps were then narrowed to two sets, each further refined to
take input into account and ensure VRA compliance. One original Congressional map
was eliminated, and another draft was added. The refined and additional maps were
published for further public comment. Upon completion of the public comment period
and MGGG Lab analysis, the Commission selected the maps from each set that gave best
effect to the Commission’s redistricting criteria, and worked those maps into final form
after consideration of public comments. Those final maps are shown below in Section II.
The two sets of lower-ranked maps are shown in the Appendix as Ex. 7.
The Commission adhered to its above-stated process and criteria throughout the
mapping process. The Commission did not refer to the voter-preference heatmap data
while drawing district lines. While a diligent attempt was made to limit the shifting of
populations from odd to even state Senate districts to minimize staggered term
disenfranchisement in Senate district maps, that consideration did not negate giving
effect to higher-weighted criteria. After district lines were finalized, MGGG assisted in
renumbering districts to minimize staggered term disenfranchisement and maximize
core population retention.
The Commission selected the final maps guided by the assessment of the criteria
provided by the MGGG Lab along with feedback from the public and data supporting
VRA compliance. The MGGG summary of the chosen maps is shown in the table below.
Various ways to view the maps are included in Section A-C below, and the maps are
available in various file formats on the Commission’s website:
www.wisconsin.gov/peoplesmaps.
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People’s Maps Commission Selected Legislative and Congressional Maps Compared
to Enacted Maps

Map

Maximum
Cut Edges Avg. Seats
Population # Split
County
Town (CompactOver
Party Competitive Swing
Deviation Counties* Pieces* # split towns* pieces* ness)* Proportionality Lean
Districts Districts

PMC Congressional 1 person
Enacted
Congressional
1 person

10

22

33

70

618

0.5 R

55.5%R

22.3%

25.0%

12

27

52

108

838

1.4 R

67.0% R

18.8%

12.5%

35

92

60

139

1577

2.1 R

56.5%R

22.7%

39.4%

PMC Senate

0.74%

Enacted Senate

(2010 pop.)

46

130

83

185

2078

3.9 R

61.5%R

16.5%

24.2%

PMC Assembly

0.96%

48

170

104

255

2687

3.8 R

53.6% R

15.8%

32.3%

58

229

119

298

3534

10.8 R

60.4% R

13.3%

24.2%

Enacted Assembly

0.37%

0.82%
(2010 pop.)

*lower numbers are better

On October 21, 2021, the majority party in the Legislature released proposed redistricting
maps which would mostly maintain the 2011 enacted maps with minor adjustments. The
links below are from the Princeton Gerrymandering Project, a national nonpartisan
academic group that analyzes and grades redistricting maps across the country. The links
below show the group's analysis and grades for the Legislature’s proposed Assembly and
state Senate maps and the Commission's second proposed Assembly and state Senate maps
(which, with some changes, became the Commission’s final Assembly and state Senate
maps). The Princeton group's analysis shows that the Commission’s maps are more
compact, split fewer counties, and are more competitive and proportional. The Princeton
group gave each of the Legislature's proposed maps an overall grade of "F", while assigning
the Commission's proposed maps each an overall grade of "A."
Assembly
Legislature Proposed Assembly: https://gerrymander.princeton.edu/redistricting-reportcard?planId=recaaQIt0nQyOI7IB
PMC Proposed Assembly: https://gerrymander.princeton.edu/redistricting-reportcard?planId=recwY6olZEbMYK7UN
Senate
Legislature Proposed Senate: https://gerrymander.princeton.edu/redistricting-reportcard?planId=recc3zTUWYqdugsTR
PMC Proposed Senate: https://gerrymander.princeton.edu/redistricting-reportcard?planId=reccwJFNwtQ2D6lmv
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SECTION A – Wisconsin State Assembly Districts
Districtr: https://districtr.org/plan/73064
Dave’s Redistricting App: https://davesredistricting.org/join/9fe521b3-1844-4034-9f88-57409df8eb79

1. Statewide Map
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SECTION B – Wisconsin State Senate Districts
Districtr: https://districtr.org/plan/73063
Dave’s Redistricting App: https://davesredistricting.org/join/5d5723ae-4c61-44a4-b3da-1f3c8223ac3e

1. Statewide Map
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SECTION C – Wisconsin’s Federal Congressional Districts
Dave’s Ristricting App 3: https://davesredistricting.org/join/86239ca8-7545-4f4f-8c02-20ada3ee4e28

1. Statewide Map

3

Due to severely decreased functionality when maps are presented in block level detail, the PMC

Congressional Map is not available in Districtr format.
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Respectfully Submitted,

The People’s Maps Commission

Dated: October 29, 2021

By: _____________________________________
Christopher Ford, M.D., Chairperson, and
Its other Members:
Elizabeth Tobias
Ruben Anthony
Annemarie McClellan
Benjamin Rangel
Susan Ranft
Melissa Prentice
Jason Bisonette
Anthony Phillips, M.D.
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A1

Exhibit 1 Governor Evers’ Executive Order #66

A2

A3

Exhibit 2 Map Depicting WI Counties Which Have Passed Resolutions and/or
Referendums for Nonpartisan Redistricting (2021)

A4

Exhibit 3 Commission Members
1) Christopher Ford (chairperson)- CD4, Emergency Room Physician
2) Elizabeth Tobias- CD1, Executive Assistant to Board of Education
3) Ruben Anthony- CD2, President and CEO of large community organization
4) Annemarie McClellan- CD3, Clinical Research and Manufacturing (retired)
5) Benjamin Rangel- CD4, High School Teacher of Government and History
6) Susan Ranft- CD5, Vice President, Global Human Resources for national HR group
7) Melissa Prentice- CD6, Librarian/Manager, Municipal Public Library
8) Jason Bisonette- CD7, Dean of Students for K-12 Tribal School
9) Anthony Phillips- CD8, Hematology and Oncology Physician (retired)
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Exhibit 4 Public Hearings and Expert Presentations
Date

October 1,
2020

Cong. Dist.

Theme

Speakers

CD 8

Redistricting 101

Marinette,

(who, what,

2009-2015: Gerrymandering

Menominee,

when, why, how)

effects on Voting Rights

Outagamie,





Eric Holder- US Attorney General

Karen Nelson - Gerrymandering

Brown,

Effects specific to 8th

Kewaunee

Congressional District of

Counties;

Wisconsin

Winneconne,



New Holstein

Ruth Greenwood- Basics of
Gerrymandering and Approaches
to Nonpartisan Redistricting

October 29,
2020

CD 5

2011 Wisconsin

Waukesha,

redistricting

Oklahoma; voting rights and data

Jefferson,

Suggestions for

consultant for counsel to the

Whitewater,

Methods of

legislative majority

West Bend,

Nonpartisan

Kewaskum

Redistricting





Keith Gaddie – Professor Univ of

Ken Mayer – Professor Univ of
Wisconsin-Madison; expert
witness for WI redistricting trials

CD 3

Methods of map

Dunn, Pierce,

drawing



Moon Duchin - Tufts Math
Professor: Tools for mapping and

Trempealeau,

defining communities of interest

Portage, La



Jordan Ellenberg– UW Math

November

Crosse, Vernon,

Professor: Integrate math with

19, 2020

Crawford,

gerrymandering

Grant Counties;
Tomah, Camp
Douglas, Port
Edwards

January 14,
2021

CD 4

Voting Rights Act

Milwaukee,

& Redistricting’s

Godfrey & Kahn, support Latino

Brown Deer,

impact on

outreach

Fox Point,

minority groups





Rebecca Lopez – Lawyer at

Tehassi Hill- Chairman, Oneida
Nation
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Cudahy, South



Milwaukee

James Hall, Jr – Lawyer at Hall,
Burce & Olson. Active in NAACP
and ACLU

CD 1

Other States

Racine,

National

People. Led effort to get MI

January 28,

Kenosha,

Perspective

Redistricting Commission on the

2021

Janesville,



ballot

Waukesha,



Lake Geneva

February 11,
2021

Katie Fahey – Founder/ED of The

Michael Li – Senior Counsel, The
Brennen Center

CD 7

Wisconsin

Douglas,

Government

Bayfield,

perspective



Katie Rosenberg - Wausau
Mayor,



Peter Barca, Department of

Florence,

Revenue Secretary, former WI

Langlade,

Assembly minority leader, 2010

Marathon,
Clark, St. Croix
Counties;
Bloomer,
Pittsville,
Necedah
CD 6

Government



Sue Ertmer– Winnebago Co Clerk

Columbia,

staff and



Sachin Chheda – Fair Maps

Waushara,

advocate

Marquette,

perspective

Project

Green Lake,
February 25,
2021

Fond du Lac,
Manitowoc,
Sheboygan
Counties;
Oshkosh,
Neenah,
Mequon,
Beaver Dam
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CD 2

Legal perspective



Madison,

Attorney Norm Eisen – Redistricting Litigation

March 11

Dodgeville,

2021

Darlington,

Madison Law School, Voting rights

Monroe, Beloit,

Act



Rob Yablon - Professor UW

Reedsburg
April 15

Review of PMC



PMC

2021

Mapping Criteria



Professor Moon Duchin
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Exhibit 5 Subcommittees and Commission Meeting Dates
Subcommittee

Responsibility

Members

Action on Census

Assess the 2020 census data and

(later combined

census data from prior years.

with Map Drawing)

Work with the Line Drawers
committee toward the end of our




process to help synthesize raw

Commissioner
Phillips
Commissioner
McClellan

data and potentially select
software to assist in the process.
Expert Selection

Identify expert or experts to assist



the commission in the maps
process. Will present information

Commissioner
Ranft



Chairperson Ford



Commissioner

to the commission regarding
experts and help reach out to/ vet
candidates. Upon selection, will
continue to work and
communicate with experts
throughout the process.
Line Drawers

Work with the census committee
in creating our map. Vet software
programs and methods to be

Ford


utilized in map drawing. Ensure
(via expert resources) the maps

Phillips


drawn keep intact communities of
interest (to its best ability) as well

Commissioner
Commissioner
McClellan



as comply with Voting Rights Act

Commissioner
Bisonette

parameters. Will work with
experts and present to the
commission updates
Outreach and

Work to engage members of the

Engagement

community to help identify
sentiments and promote PMC
hearings. Will work to synthesize
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Commissioner
Rangel



Commissioner
Tobias

public testimony data and present



it to the commission
Project

Will work to update the

Management

Commission documentation and
maintain a myopic view of

Commissioner
Anthony



Commissioner
McClellan



commission progress and

Commissioner
Tobias

upcoming deadlines
Community of

Will help define our definition of

Interest (COI)

communities of interest via public
outreach and previous examples



Commissioner
Ranft



from commissions across the

Commissioner
Prentice

country. Will present info to the
commission for an official
definition to be voted upon and
adopted.
Document Drafting

Will create the final report of the

Subcommittee

recommended maps and outline
the Commission methodology.



Commissioner
Ranft



Commissioner
Prentice



Commissioner
Phillips



Commissioner
McClellan
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Full Commission Public Meetings
09/29/2020
10/20/2020
11/04/2020
11/27/2020
12/01/2020
12/20/2020
01/03/2021
02/17/2021
03/02/2021

03/16/2021
03/30/2021
04/15/2021
05/26/2021
06/29/2021
07/08/2021
07/22/2021
08/03/2021
08/11/2021
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09/09/2021
09/23/2021
09/30/2021
10/14/2021
10/18/2021
10/29/2021
10/31/2021

Exhibit 6 Additional Communities of Interest Information
The full report of Community of Interest clusters may be viewed here:
https://evers.wi.gov/Documents/PMC/Wisconsin%20COI%20Report.pdf

Cluster C1 – Whitewater
(98 Submissions)

Cluster C2 – Walworth County
(37 Submissions)

Cluster C3 – Beloit-Janesville and DelavanDarien Area
(34 Submissions)

Cluster C4 – Brown Deer
(34 Submissions)
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Cluster C5 – Wauwatosa
(11 Submissions)

Cluster C6 – North Milwaukee
(17 Submissions)

Cluster C7 – Sherman Park
(72 Submissions)

Cluster C8 – Washington Park
(101 Submissions)
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Cluster C9 – Greater Milwaukee County
(11 Submissions)

Cluster C10 – Milwaukee Northshore
(103 Submissions)

Cluster C11 – Waukesha-New Berlin
(16 Submissions)

Cluster C12 – Germantown-Menomonee
Falls
(15 Submissions)
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Cluster C13 – Kenosha-Racine
(7 Submissions)

Cluster C14 – Kenosha
(89 Submissions)

Cluster C15 – Southwest Milwaukee
(25 Submissions)

Cluster C16 – BayView-Near Southside
(39 Submissions)
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Cluster C17 – West Allis
(23 Submissions)

Cluster C18 – Eau Claire
(36 Submissions)

Cluster C19 – Western Wisconsin River
Communities
(90 Submissions)

Cluster C20 – Lake Superior Areas
(20 Submissions)
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Cluster C21 – Western Wisconsin
(35 Submissions)

Cluster C22 – Northern Driftless Area
(26 Submissions)

Cluster C23 – Greater Baraboo
(4 Submissions)

Cluster C24 – Iowa County Area
(26 Submissions)
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Cluster C25 – Madison Suburbs
(35 Submissions)

Cluster C26 – Greater Madison
(46 Submissions)

Cluster C27 – Wausau
(16 Submissions)

Cluster C28 – Northeast Indigenous
Communities
(7 Submissions)
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Cluster C29 – Northwoods Rural Economy
(8 Submissions)

Cluster C30 – Central Wisconsin
(23 Submissions)

Cluster C31 – West Bend
(7 Submissions)

Cluster C32 – Northern Door County
School Districts
(14 Submissions)
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Cluster C33 – Manitowoc and Shore Area
(21 Submissions)

Cluster C34 – Green Bay Area
(21 Submissions)

Cluster C35 – Oshkosh College Zone
(7 Submissions)

Cluster C36 – Suburban Appleton
(17 Submissions)
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Exhibit 7 The Commission’s Lower-Ranked Alternative Maps
A first set of maps was released September 30, 2021 for public comment. Districtr links
are available for each map below.
Assembly 1: https://districtr.org/plan/50213
Assembly 2: https://districtr.org/plan/52208
Assembly 3: https://districtr.org/plan/55944
Senate 1: https://districtr.org/plan/54514
Senate 2: https://districtr.org/plan/54587
Senate 3: https://districtr.org/plan/54637
Congressional 1: https://districtr.org/plan/54254
Congressional 2: https://districtr.org/plan/55125
Congressional 3: https://districtr.org/plan/54774
A second set of refined legislative maps was released October 20, 2021 for public
comment. At that time, one Congressional map was eliminated, and another added.
Districtr links are available for each map below. Refined Assembly 2, Refined Senate 2,
and Congressional 3 were further refined to become the final maps selected by the
Commission, as set forth above in Section II.
Refined Assembly 1: https://districtr.org/plan/63855
Refined Assembly 2: https://districtr.org/plan/67304
Refined Senate 1: https://districtr.org/plan/66430
Refined Senate 2: https://districtr.org/plan/63878
Congressional 2: https://districtr.org/plan/55125
Congressional 3: https://districtr.org/plan/54774
Congressional 4: https://districtr.org/plan/66476
All draft maps are available in other formats at www.wisconsin.gov/peoplesmaps.
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Exhibit 8 Redistricting Report to Wisconsin Supreme Count (2007)
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A23

A24

A25

A26

A27

A28

A29

A30

A31

A32

A33

A34

A35

A36

A37

A38

A39

A40

A41

A42

A43

A44

A45

A46

A47

A48

A49

A50

A51

A52

A53

A54

Exhibit 9 Supreme Court Order 02-03 on Redistricting (1/30/2009)
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wisconsin.gov/peoplesmaps

